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TERM- I
APRIL-MAY
EVS


All about me
 Myself
 Tell me about yourself
 My favorite things
 My Body
 Revise external organs
 What I can do with my hands and feet
 My Family
 Big and small family
 Sense Organs
 Types and uses
 Protection

ENGLISH





Recap of all the letters done in foundation with their phonic sounds
Writing of letters (l,t,f, i,c,a)
Identify the cvc words like fat, cat, mat etc
Recognizing sight words I,my, me

MATHS






Recapitulation of pre-number concepts done in foundation
Recapitulation of the numbers 1-9( after and in-between)
Draw the values ex: number 9, value - |||||||||
Recognition and quantification of number 10
Pre –Number concepts (Up-Down , Front-Back)

HINDI


Recapitulation of identification, sound, vocabulary of akshars done in Foundation



Writing of akshars न म व प ट



Drawing pictures of the letters

LIFE SKILL




Respect everyone
Being helpful
Good manners and etiquettes
 Wishing habits
 Golden rules
 Washroom etiquette
JULY

EVS








Water
 Importance of water
 Sources of water
 Properties of water
My Home
 Names of different rooms
 Articles found in different rooms
My school
 Name of my school
 Various places in my school
My class
 Number of students
 Names of teachers
 Number of doors, windows, fans, tables and chairs etc

ENGLISH







Recognition of letters with their phonic sounds
Writing of letters (d, p, h, b, j, o)
Joining of two letters like at, ap, ab, ad etc
Reading and writing of cvc words like jam, bag, pat etc
Read and draw the pictures
Recognizing sight words - he, she, in, am

HINDI


Recognition, Vocabulary, sound of akshars र ल ब क त




formation and writing of akshars र ल ब क त
Drawing pictures of the letters

MATHS





Backward counting (10-1)
Before numbers (10-1)
Recognition and quantification of numbers(11-13)
One more than

LIFE SKILL


Importance of drinking water
AUGUST

EVS




In the sky
 Day Sky
 Night Sky
My country
 National festivals
 Religious festivals

ENGLISH






Writing of letters (n, m, u, g, v)
Joining of two letters like ot, ob, op etc
Reading and writing of cvc words like pod, dog, top etc
Read and draw the pictures
Recognizing sight words –the, has, am, is

HINDI






Recognition, Vocabulary, sound of akshars जगडस
formation and writing of akshars जगडस
Drawing pictures of the akshars
Joining and recognition of two letter words (with akshars done so far)
Drawing the pictures of the words formed

MATHS







Recognition and quantification of Numbers (14-17)
After Numbers, Missing numbers till 17
Pre-Number Concept (Inside-Outside, On-Under)
Building Numbers
Number names (1-5)
Draw the value (1 to 17)

LIFE SKILL


Being honest
SEPTEMBER

EVS




Helpers in Neighborhood
 Places and helpers in neighborhood
Months of the year
Days of the week

ENGLISH







Writing of letters (q, r, s, w, e, k)
Joining of two letters like ip, it, ig etc
Reading and writing of cvc words like pit, fig, rip etc
Read and draw the pictures
Recognizing sight words – we, us, of, her, his
Picture /object talk

HINDI


Recognition, Vocabulary, sound of akshars दचफह






formation and writing of akshars दचफह
Drawing pictures of the akshars
Joining and recognition of two letter words (with done so far akshars)
Drawing the pictures of the words formed

MATHS





Recognition and quantification of Numbers (18-20)
One more than
Smaller and Bigger Numbers
Number line upto 20

LIFE SKILL


Share and care
TERM- II
OCTOBER

EVS


Transport
 Land Transport
 Road Safety

ENGLISH








Writing of letters (x, y, z)
Joining of two letters like ut, un, ub etc.,
Reading and writing of cvc words like hut, bun, mug etc.,
Read and draw the pictures
Look at the picture and draw the word
Picture /object talk
Recognizing sight words –it, you, me

HINDI


Recognition, Vocabulary, sound of akshars शभयघ






formation and writing of akshars शभयघ
Drawing pictures of the akshars
Joining and recognition of two and three letter words (with done so far akshars)
Drawing the pictures of the words formed

MATHS






Recapitulation of Numbers (1-20)
One Less than
After Numbers, Backward counting (20-1), Missing numbers, Before numbers,
Between numbers
Number line upto 20
Number names (6 - 10)

LIFE SKILL



Safety
Importance of cleanliness

NOVEMBER
EVS


Animals
 Farm and pet animals
 Homes
 Eating habits
 Animal products (farm animals)

ENGLISH








Joining of two letters like et, eg, en, etc
Reading and writing of cvc words like pen, keg, wet etc.
Look at the picture and draw the word
Picture /object talk
Recognizing sight words – your, them, it, yes
Concept of one and many
Sentence building using ‘This’ and ‘That’ with three letter words (like This is a pin.
That is a bat.)

HINDI


Recognition, Vocabulary, sound of aksharsथझठढ






Formation and writing of aksharsथझठढ
Drawing pictures of the akshars
Joining and recognition of two and three letter words (with done so far akshars)
Drawing the pictures of the words formed

MATHS



More or less (Comparison of numbers)
Addition as a process of Putting Together (total not exceeding 9)

LIFE SKILL


Be kind towards animals and birds

DECEMBER
EVS


Plants







Plants as a shelter
Plant products
Uses of plant
Safety of plants
Different pattern of leaves
Plant germination

ENGLISH







Reading and writing of cvc words
Look at the picture and draw the word
Recognizing sight words –but, with, my
Recognizing blends br,cr, dr
Framing sentences using cvc words and sight words
Recapitulation of three letter words ‘a’, ‘e’, ‘i’, ‘o’, ‘u’ family (rhyming words)

HINDI


Recognition, Vocabulary, sound of akshars खछध






Formation and writing of akshars खछध
Drawing pictures of the akshars
Joining and recognition of two, three and four letter words (with done so far akshars)
Reading of simple sentences

MATHS




Representing numbers in different ways
Pre-Number concepts (One-Many)
Take away (total not exceeding 9)

LIFE SKILL


Save trees and nature

JANUARY and FEBRUARY
EVS


Food
 Fruits and vegetables
 food we get from animals



Our world
 Keep our world clean

ENGLISH







Reading and writing of sentences using ‘this’ and ‘that’
Framing of sentences using sight words
Able to comprehend and draw a spoken sentence like- cat is sitting on the mat/bat on
the bed…/etc
Recognizing blends fl, pl, sm, sn
Writing 4-5 lines on the topic ‘myself’
Able to hold and carry forward a conversation

HINDI



Reading and writing of simple sentences
Introduction and practice of swar असेअं

MATHS




Representing numbers in different ways
Pre-number concept (thick-thin, open-close)
Recap of all the concepts

LIFE SKILL



Importance of eating healthy fruits
Don’t waste food
MARCH




Recap of all the concepts
Readiness for class –I

*EVS ---Seasons and festivals will be taken throughout the year
*Maths ---Hands on activities will be taken throughout the year along with the
respective concepts
*English / Hindi -----Poem recitation, reading, vocabulary building, Show and Tell will
be taken up throughout the year

